Hi David
Thank you for your quick reply, sadly I have little information on the
photo's other than Sapper J Annenberg, Royal Engineers who I believe is my
Grandfather, it would be great to see the pictures on your web site if
possible, perhaps that would help identify some of the others.

I’ll try clear up the confussion - Samuel Annenberg left England sometime around
1891/92 for USA with his eldest son Isador who would have been approx 18 years of
age my hopes are to try and find out more information on Samuel perhaps from
family he may have in the USA, Robert mentioned a Fanny Wienberger as a
connection with Samuel. My hopes are that perhaps a Weinberger connection may
know some details as regards to Samuels son Isador. Did he marry did he return back
to England this is possible as he had a brother and sister in England. Its possible even
that Isador is my Greatgrandfather (Isaac) I’ll try explain that one!
My Grandfather Jacob’s birth certificate shows USA as place of birth 31st Dec 1892, I
know that Isaac came to England with his wife Fanny a month or so after the birth
with there new born son and registered the birth in Leeds England. What im trying to
establish is whether or not Samuels’s son Isador who has been referred to by
Annenberg’s in the UK as Isaac could possibly be the Isaac I’m looking for i.e. as
stated above my Great-grandfather.
One thing that makes me doubt this is that My grandfather Jacob (John) son of Isaac
told my father that we were related to Walter Annenberg however I still have found
no link, it was always understood that Walter was my grandfather Jacobs cousin this
indicates that Isaac's father may not be Samuel but would be Tobias this is hard to
confirm as Isaac has so far been untraceable and the only possible link with Isaac so
far is the name Isador son of Samuel.
I’m desperately trying to find out who was the Father of Isaac and this is
proving to be a real stumbling block Samuel is a possibility.
Once I trace the details of Isaac I should hopefully start to piece things together the
only thing I am certain of at present is that Isaac has something in common with
Isador they both were in the USA in 1892 and both have connections with England so
are they the same person!
There are some things that have been said that make it possible that they are the same
person, Robert mentioned that Samuel had a brother who had a shop in Seven Sisters
Road in London, my father visited a shop in Seven Sisters road to meet family
members when he was a small boy, David Bernard my fathers cousin also mentioned
of a shop In Seven sisters road

Finally, regarding Barnett the dates and information I gave came fro Robert
Annenberg I will post your email that you originally sent to me on to him.
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